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Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia is associated with serious adverse surgical outcomes including increased infection rates, morbidity cardiac events and surgical bleeding. Surgical patients are particularly at risk of hypothermia because of ‘anaesthetic-induced impairment of thermoregulatory control’ and the ‘cool operating room’ temperature that create the perfect combination for developing hypothermia post-surgery.

Perioperative hypothermia develops in three characteristic phases:

1. a rapid decrease in core temperature in the first hour due to core to peripheral redistribution of body heat mediated by the use of volatile anaesthetic agents
2. a slow linear decrease in core temperature due to heat loss exceeding metabolic heat gain
3. a plateau in temperature in which vasoconstriction decreases heat loss from the skin.

Perioperative hypothermia increases the incidence of complications following surgery. Reducing the incidence of perioperative hypothermia through appropriate perioperative care can reduce the number and complexity of complications that arise. Sessler investigated the complications that arise from hypothermia by reviewing the current literature and reported a dozen major health consequences. Myocardial ischemia, coagulopathy or blood loss, prolonged hospitalisation and thermal discomfort are just a few examples of the serious complications that are caused by perioperative hypothermia. Enzymes that regulate organ functions and process medications, for instance, are very sensitive to the change in body temperature and consequently hypothermia affects the pharmacodynamics of many drugs.

Recent developments in thermal care

The United Kingdom National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) has published a guideline ‘Perioperative hypothermia (inadvertent): The management of inadvertent perioperative hypothermia in adults’ detailing appropriate perioperative thermal management to minimise the occurrence of perioperative hypothermia. The guideline is based on a comprehensive systematic review including both meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis.

Recommendations from the guideline include the requirement for preoperative hypothermia risk assessment, regular temperature monitoring, and active and passive warming strategies. However, compliance with recommendations in clinical practice is poor despite their relative simplicity and cost-effectiveness. For example, results from a large European multisite...
observational study (n = 8083) conducted prior to the NICE guideline development found that temperature monitoring was not appropriately undertaken in 81 per cent of patients5. Both the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists and the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons clinical guidelines reflect the recommendations of the NICE guideline1.

In 2014 a thermal care bundle was developed by a panel of Australian expert clinicians and researchers to improve the prevention, detection and treatment of perioperative hypothermia in adult surgical patients6,7. Implementing a thermal care bundle can help rapidly disseminate optimal clinical guidelines for the management of health care–associated illnesses and risks. The bundle elements were selected from the NICE guideline on the management of perioperative hypothermia in adults.

Economics of preventing perioperative hypothermia

In a report soon to be released, the authors will provide a detailed economic analysis on the cost-effectiveness of preventing inadvertent perioperative hypothermia in Australia. Using rigorous up-to-date data, the authors report findings based on a scenario of 80 per cent compliance with guidelines effective for reducing perioperative hypothermia. They found that the total cost of perioperative hypothermia to the Australian health system is $1.26 billion and that preventing perioperative hypothermia has an annual net benefit of:

- $602 million to the Australian health system
- approximately $7085 per patient for major surgery (with an overnight stay) from reducing SSIs alone
- approximately $6560 per patient for minor surgery (with an overnight stay) from reducing SSIs alone.

This report is of significance to all perioperative nurses in Australia as the prevention of hypothermia is often led by nurses and denotes the value of high reliability nursing care. Significantly, the authors recommend that:

- current best practice is adopted ensuring that thermal care is provided to ‘every patient, every time’
- a national multidisciplinary-based policy for preventing and managing perioperative hypothermia is developed
- a definitive clinical trial on perioperative hypothermia is conducted.

With the release of this report expected in the first half of 2019, we encourage all perioperative nurses to take heart in recognising the significant value they provide to the Australian health care system by delivering excellent perioperative care.
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